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Wr Bar Helicopters Receives ELITE MH-350 Helicopter Trainer

ORLANDO, FL — December 5, 2016 — Wr Bar Helicopters of Seabrook, Texas has received an FAA approved ELITE MH-350 single-engine turbine Helicopter Advanced Aviation Training Device (AATD) based on the AS350B. Wr Bar Helicopters will provide training to pilots with a range of experience levels.

Female owned and operated, Wr Bar Helicopters plans to be a game-changing training provider in the local community. Owner and Co-founder Jady Holland says, “We can teach pilots potentially life-saving techniques in a controlled and comfortable environment using the MH350 while minimizing their training costs. I am excited to use the ELITE AATD to usher in a new era of knowledgeable, professional pilots.” The Houston area where Wr Bar Helicopters operates has one of the highest GA populations in the country with complicated airspaces and high-density traffic which greatly adds to the value of training on a simulator in addition to flight training.

“With the ever changing weather patterns here in the Gulf Coast area, staying current and proficient on IFR skills is essential, especially as a VFR pilot who could encounter inadvertent IMC. ELITE’s MH350 is a fantastic product for FAR 61.57(c) instrument experience as well as VFR training,” says Wr Bar Helicopter’s Chief Flight Instructor and Co-Founder Richard Holland.

About ELITE Simulation Solutions

For nearly 30 years, ELITE has been a pioneer and leading global provider of IFR training software, simulator hardware and aviation training devices. Additional information about ELITE Simulation Solutions fixed wing and rotary wing products are available at www.flyelite.com.
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